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Propagation of stationary waves of small but finite amplitude in unbounded media is studied 
on the basis of the Vlasov equation. The hydrodynamic flow, second harmonic, and correc
tion to the wave frequency computed from the linear approximation are found. Special atten
tion is paid to the problem of making more precise the coordinate system in which the inves
tigation is carried out. The results are applied to the case in which the medium considered 
is an electron plasma. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE propagation of stationary waves of small but 
finite amplitude in homogeneous media is accom
panied by various nonlinear effects. These include 
the appearance of higher harmonics, the effect of 
the wave amplitude on the relation between the 
frequency and the propagation vector of the wave, 
and hydrodynamic flow, i.e., the steady flow pro
duced by the wave. 

In the present work we study the propagation 
of similar waves in unbounded homogeneous media, 
the behavior of which is described by means of a 
distribution function f ( r, v, t) that satisfies the 
Vlasov equation: [ t] 

:{ + vVrf- ! Vvf'Vr ~ K (/ r- r' I) f (r', v', t) dv' dr' = 0, 
(1.1) 

where K ( I r - r' I) is the interaction potential 
energy between the particles which make up the 
medium; m is the mass of the particle. We shall 
carry out all the calculations without specifying 
the interaction potential energy between the parti
cles, but the last section will be devoted to a par
ticular case in which the medium under considera
tion is an electron plasma. 

The nonlinear theory of oscillations of an elec
tron plasma has been considered by many authors 
(see, for example, [ 2- 4] where one can find refer
ences to other works). But in all these researches 
the authors limit themselves basically to the study 
of a plasma at zero temperature. Moreover, these 
works suffer from the general deficiency that the 
effect of the wave on the "noise" background is 
not considered in them, i.e., the effect on that part 
of the distribution function which does not depend 
either on the time or on the coordinate (we do not 

have in mind here the so-called "entrained" parti
cles which are considered by some authors). 
From the macroscopic point of view, the possi
bility is not considered in these researches of the 
existence of a hydrodynamic flow, which cannot be 
ignored if one takes into account a number of hydro
dynamic studies, [s,s] and also the works of Vlasov 
[T] and Andreev. [BJ 

The effect of the wave on the background noise 
leads to the result that the noise does not coincide 
with the equilibrium distribution function of a ho
mogeneous medium. In this connection, special 
attention should be given separately to the prob
lem of which system of coordinates is being used 
in the analysis. Since stationary waves in an un
bounded medium are being considered here, we 
can connect that system of coordinates only with 
the noise (one can connect the set of coordinates 
with the wave but in essence this contributes 
nothing new). If we do not ascertain the effect of 
the wave on the noise, then the latter will be known 
to us with accuracy to quantities of second order 
of smallness (if one assumes the amplitude of the 
wave to be a quantity of first order of smallness). 
This uncertainty in the choice of a system of coor
dinates has led different authors to different con
clusions on the relation of the wave frequency and 
its amplitude. It must be noted that, thanks to the 
Doppler effect, it is always possible to choose such 
a set of coordinates in which the correction to the 
frequency obtained from the linear approximation 
is equal to zero. 

2. THE BASIC EQUATIONS. FIRST 
APPROXIMATION 

One of the solutions of Eq. (1.1), under the con
dition of boundedness of the integral JK ( r) dr, is 
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a function that depends only on the velocity, 
f == f0 ( v). This corresponds to the equilibrium 
distribution in coordinate space with density 
p0 == jf0 ( v) dv. We shall seek a solution of Eq. 
(1.1) which differs slightly from f0 (v): 

f(r,v,t) =/o(v) +fr(r,v,t), h~fo. (2.1) 

Only plane waves are considered in the present 
work. The direction of the x axis is chosen along 
the direction of propagation of the waves. In this 
case, f will depend only on x, v, t. We now carry 
out integration over dy' dz' in the third term of 
Eq. (1.1). Integrating Eq. (1.1) over the inessen
tial variables vy and Vz, we get as a result the 
following equation for the function fi ( x, v, t) 
== jfi(x, v, t)dvydvz. 

ah + v ah-~ dfo !_ 5 K( lr- r'l )/I(x', v', t)dv' dr' 
at ax m dv ax 

1 of a =--a 1-a K( lr- r'I)/I(x', v', t)dv'dr'; 
m v x 

v == Vx, fo(v) = ~ fo(v)dvydv •. 

We shall solve this equation by successive 
approximations: 

/I = /1 + /2 + /a + ... 

(2.2) 

The first approximation satisfies Eq. (2. 2) without 
the right hand side. Since a similar linear equa
tion has been studied by many authors, we shall 
only briefly recall the general results. 

The function f 1 for a plane wave has the form 

ft(x, v, t) = g(v)cos(wt- kx) (2.3) 

with constant w and k. Substitution gives the fol
lowing expression for g ( v): 

g(v) = !:_Cfh dfo/dv 6p, 
m v~>-w 

(2.4) 

where op is an arbitrary parameter which is as
sumed to be small in comparison with p0, and 

CTk = ~ K(lr-r'j)cosk(x-x')dr'. 

We shall assume CTk > 0. The meaning of this 
will be evident from what follows. The resultant 
solution exists in this case if w and k are related 
to each other by the dispersion equation 

+co / .!:_ CJ1< \ kdfo dv dv = 1. 
m .) v-w 

(2.5) 
-oo 

This equation needs further consideration, since 
the denominator of the integrand vanishes for 
v == w/k. [S] A detailed analysis of this question 
does not enter into our problem; therefore, we 

shall simply assume in the following that df0/dv 
vanishes in some region of change of v which con
tains the point v == w/k. [to] Such an assumption by 
no means eliminates every possibility that the 
hydrodynamic flow is itself a current of "entrained" 
particles. Many distributions, among them the 
Maxwellian, do not satisfy this restriction. But if 
the phase velocity of the waves w/k is sufficiently 
large in comparison with the mean square velocity 
of the thermal motion of the particles, then these 
distributions, and also their first derivatives, dif
fer only slightly from zero for v ~ w/k. This 
small difference between df0/dv and zero should 
not change the fi11al results materially. There
fore, the results we have obtained should be valid 
for any distribution f0 if the phase velocities of 
the waves are sufficiently large. 

The explicit dependence of the velocity w on 
the wave vector k can be found by expanding the 
denominator of the integrand in (2.5) in a series. 
If we assume that f0 ( v) is an isotropic function 
of the velocity, and use three-dimensional nota
tion, we obtain the following result: 

w2 Cf1<Po m 
-=-+<v2) +- (<v~)- <v2)2)+ ... ; 
k2 m CJ1<Po 

(v2n) = ~ ~ v2nf0(v)dv, n = 1, 2. (2.6) 
Po 

This expansion is valid for m ( v2 ) I CTkPo « 1. 
For real w, it is necessary that CTk > 0. 

In order to obtain the dependence of the density 
on the time and the coordinates, it is necessary to 
integrate Eq. (2.3) over the velocity. With account 
of the dispersion equation (2.5), this gives 

Pt = 15p cos(wt- kx). 

This clarifies the meaning of the quantity op. 

3. SECOND APPROXIMATION. HYDRO
DYNAMIC FLOW 

The approximation considered above for the 
solution of Eq. (2.2) must take into account possi
ble corrections to the frequency w, which are de
termined from the dispersion equation (2.5). The 
exact value of the frequency n will have the form 

Q = w + w<tl + w<2J + ... , 
where wr 1>, w< 2>, ... are terms of higher order of 
smallness in comparison with w. Therefore, in 
the investigation of terms of higher order of small
ness in Eq. (2.2), it is necessary to consider that 
the time derivative possesses a term of second 
order proportional to wU>, in addition to the term 

af2/ at. 
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Using (2.3), we obtain the following equation for 
the function f2: 

~12+/12 _ ___!_ dfo~~ K(lr-r1 1)f2(x1,v1,t)dv1 dr 1 

iJt iJx m dv iJx 

= ..!:.__~g cr"-l)p sin 2 (Qt- kx) + w<1lg(v)sin (Qt- kx). 
2m dv ( ) 

We seek a solution of this equation in the form 

!2(x, v, t) = <p1 ~v) + <p2 (v) cos (Qt- kx) 

+ <p3 (v) cos 2(Qt- kx). 

3.1 

(3.2) 

Thus, there is a stationary contribution to the 
equilibrium distribution function in the second 
approximation, a contribution generated by the 
wave, and also a second harmonic and a term 
analogous to f1• Knowing the stationary term cp 1, 

we can compute the hydrodynamic flow oj accord
ing to the formula 

+oo 
6j = ~ v<pi(v)dv. (3.3) 

-00 

The stationary term l(J 1 is considered in this 
section. If the expression (3.2) is substituted di
rectly in Eq. (3.1), then cp 1 is not determined. 
This is connected with the fact that one cannot 
take as the distribution function a completely arbi
trary function of the velocity, which falls off suffi
ciently rapidly as I v I - oo. Therefore, one can 
divide the distribution f( r, v, t) into the two com
ponents (2.1) only with an accuracy to within an 
arbitraryfunctionofthevelocity. When fi(r, v, t) 
is considered in first approximation, the problem 
of this arbitrary function does not arise, since we 
limit ourselves to solutions of the form (2.3}. But 
in the second approximation the division of the 
distribution into f0 ( v) and fi ( r, v, t), is compli
cated by the appearance of a function of the veloc
ity qJ 1 ( v) brought about by the presence of the 
wave in the first approximation. Moreover, it is 
also necessary to take into account the remark on 
the indeterminacy in the choice of a system of 
coordinates, made in the introduction. 

In order to determine the function cp 1 ( v), we 
proceed in the following fashion: we assume that 
the amplitude of the wave is a slowly varying func
tion of the time. Then cp 1 must also depend on the 
time, and is thus separated from f0. The depend
ence of the wave amplitude on the time must be 
such that the linearized equation (2. 2) is satisfied. 
Such a dependence must be obtained if we assume 
that the frequency w has a small imaginary part 
iy; subsequently we let y approach zero. The ac
tual solution of the linearized equation (2. 2) can be 
written here in the form 

/! (x, v, t) = f- g(v) eipt-ikx +! g• (v)e-ip*t+iltx, 

, k dfo/dv 
g(v)=-crR.--6p. 

m vk-p 

If y- 0, then these formulas transform to the 
formulas (2.3) and (2.4). 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Now, using (3.4), we obtain the following equa
tion for the function f2: 

atz + v afz- _!_ dfo !.._ S K ( 1 r- r 1 I) fz (x 1 , V 1, t) dv 1 dr1 

at ax m dv iJx 

ik [ dg s dg* ~ J = -cr"- - g"(v1 )dv1 --- g(v 1 )dv1 e-2Yf 
4m dv dv 

+ Q(x, v, t), 

where Q ( x, v, t) are oscillating terms similar 
to the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.1). 
The solution of this equation will be sought in the 
form of an expression analogous to (3.2). But now 
the first term must be written in the form 
cp 1 ( v) exp ( - 2yt); the other terms must also 
undergo changes associated with the fact that 
y "' 0. Substitution gives the following formula 
for cp 1 ( v ): 

( ) ik f [ dg ~ 0 ( 1) d 1 dg* (' I) d I J (jl! 1) = --O"R.- - g v v -- .1 g ( v v . 
Sm '\' dv dv • 

If we transform this formula with the help of (3. 5), 
and then let y approach zero, we get 

_ k2 
2 2 d dfo/dv 

IJli(v)- 4m2 O"R. (l.'lp) dv (vk- w)2 · (3.6) 

We now compute the hydrodynamic flow. Sub
stituting (3.6) and (3.3), and integrating by parts, 
we find 

By expanding the denominator in a series with the 
aid of the same assumptions as in the derivation 
of the relation (2.6), this formula can be written in 
the form 

llj = ~~p)2( O"ltPo )'" 
2 po m 

If the thermal motion of the particles is neglected, 
one then gets a formula obtained by Andreev[a] on 
the basis of a quantum-mechanical consideration 
for small k. 
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4. THE DISPERSION RELATION IN HIGHER 
APPROXIMATIONS 

We consider the second and third terms in the 
functions f2 ( x, v, t), (3 .2). Substituting (3 .2) in 
(3.1) and equating the coefficients for 
sin (Qt- kx) and sin 2 (ilt- kx) on the right 
and left sides, we get equations for cp 2 ( v) and 
({13 ( v) (we retain only terms of second order of 
smallness): 

(vk- w)cp2(v)-~ah dfu_r cp2(v')dv' = w<1lg(v}, (4.1) 
m dv J 

-co 

+oo 
k dfo ~ ( ')d , (vk-w)cpa(v)---a2h-- <ps v v 
m dv 

k dg 
=-a~<-6p. 

4m dv 

-oo 

(4.2) 

We divide the first of these equations by vk - w 
and integrate over v from -oo to + oo: 

+oo +oo +oo r1 k \ dfo/dv d ]\ ( ')d, (1) \ g(v) d 
L - m ah J Vk- (J) V J (jl2 V V = (J) J Vk- (J) V. 

-oo -oo -oo .., 

The first factor on the left side is equal to zero as 
a result of the dispersion equation (2.5). But 
since the integral on the right hand side is not 
equal to zero in the general case, it follows that 

w<1l = 0. 

Therefore, Eq. (4.1) yields 

<p2(v) = C2g(v), 

where C2 is an arbitrary constant. 
We now consider Eq. (4.2). We divide it by 

vk - w and integrate over v from -oo to + oo. 

Then, by using the dispersion equation, the resul
tant expression can be represented in the form 

afa ata 1 dfo a ~ K I 'I I ( I I d 'd I -+v----- ( r-r ) 3 x,v,t) v r at ax m dv ax 

[ k d<p1 k dg -too~ ( 1 d 1 = -a~<-6P+-a2h- cpa v) v 
m dv m dv -oo 

+ a(v) sin 2 (Qt- kx) + i}(v) sin 3 (Qt- kx), 

where a ( v) and {3 ( v) are certain functions of v, 
the specific form of which is not of interest. The 
solution of this equation has the form 

fs(x, v, t) = 'ljl1(v) + 'ljl2(v) cos (Qt- kx) 

+ 'ljl3(v) cos 2{Qt- kx) + 'ljl4(v) cos 3(Qt- kx). 

Of this entire expression, let us consider only the 
second term. Substitution yields an equation for 
~2 ( v): 

+oo 
k dfo ~ I I k d<p1 

(vk-w)'ljl2--a,.-d 'ljl2(v )dv =-a~<-d 6p 
• m v m v 

-oo 

+oo 
k dg ~ ( ') d , k d<pa (2) ( ) +-a21<- <pa v v - -G,.--6p + w g v . 
m dv 2m dv 

-oo 

For the determination of wm, we use the same 
method which we applied in the determination of 
w 0 >, i.e., we divide this equation by vk - w and 
integrate over v from -oc to +oo, using the dis
persion equation (2.5). As a result, we obtain the 
formula 

+oo +oo / 
[ 1 ~ d<p3/ dv ~ d<p1 dv w<2> = k - ah6p ---dv- a,.6p --- dv 

2 vk-w vk~ro 
-00 -00 

Too aoo j -r«o 
\ , , \ dg dv ] / \ g ( v) 

- a21< J <p3 (v )dv J vk _ w dv m J vk _ w dv. 
-co -oo -oo 

~ k ah2 fOil~- dgjdv 
J <pa(v)dv = -- 6p --dv 

_ 00 4m ah- a2h ;__00Vk- (.1) 

(4.3) Substitution here of Eqs. (2.4), (3.6), (4.3), and 
(4.4) enables us to put this formula in the form 

under the condition ak >" CJ"2k· Substituting this 
expression in Eq. (4.2), we find 

k G,.a2,. +r dg/dv' , k dgfdv 
<p3(v)=.r- g(v) J -,k--dv + 4 ah-k--6p. 

m a,. - a21< -oo v - w m v - w 

(4.4) 

As we have just seen, the correction to the fre
quency is equal to zero in this approximation. In 
order to find the first nonvanishing correction, let 
us consider the third approximation. Retaining the 
terms of third order of smallness in Eq. (2.2), and 
using Eqs. (2.3) and (3.2), we obtain the following 
equation: 

k a,.a2,. (r dfofdv d ')2] ( +r dfo/dv )-1 

+m~ _J00 (vk-w} 3 V J"" (vk-w)2dv · 

If the same assumptions are used as in the 
derivation of the relation (2.6), and if we expand 
the denominator of the integrals in a series, then 
this formula takes the form 

ro<2l = !!_( ahpo )'/, ( 6p ) 2[ S + 9a2h 

16 m Po Gh- G21< 
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+ ~ ( 35 + 39<1211. ) xT + ... J . 
2 ' <111.- <1211. akpo 

Here, in place of the mean square velocity, we 
introduce the temperature 3KT /m = ( v2). 

5. ELECTRON PLASMA 

A particular but important case of systems de
scribed by Eqs. (1.1) is a plasma consisting of 
electrons interacting according to Coulomb's law, 
in which the collisions between particles can be 
neglected. For the existence of an equilibrium 
distribution of the electrons in space, it is neces
sary to assume that there are positive ions which 
neutralize the negative charge. In studying the 
propagation of waves in a plasma, we neglect the 
motion of the ions in view of their large mass. 
Therefore the role of ions in this approximation 
is reduced only to the compensation of the station
ary negative charges. As is easy to see, the func
tion <p 1 ( v) does not make any contribution to the 
density and therefore there are no additional nega
tive charges in the second approximation. 

For particles interacting by Coulomb's law, 

a" = 4ne2 I k2, 

where e is the charge on the particle. If we sub
stitute this expression for CTk in (2. 6), the disper
sion relation then takes the form 

w2 = wo2 [ 1 + k22 (v2) + k: ((vi)- (v2)2) + ... J; 
Wo Wo 

wo2= 4ne2po/m. 

The hydrodynamic flow is given in this case by 
the expression 

. 1 ( 6p )2 Wo [ 1 k2 2 3 kt , 
iJ7 = ---- 1 +--(v) +--- ((v•) 

2 po k 2 Wo2 2 woi 

(5 .1) 

The amplitude-dependent contribution to the fre
quency is equal to 

w(2) = Wo ( 6p)2[1 + 9 xT ~+ .. . J. (5.2) 
2 po mwo2 

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) reveal the following 
feature. We transform to a system of coordinates 
in which the stationary macroscopic flows are ab-

sent (in second approximation). This set of coor
dinates is moved relative to that considered above 
With the velocity Uo = oj/po parallel to the propa
gation of the wave. Thanks to the Doppler effect, 
the wave frequency in this system of coordinates 
is equal to 

Q' = Q- uok. 

If we now substitute (5.1) and (5.2) here, we get 

Q' = Wo [ 1 + 15 }!_ xT ( op )2 + ... J . 
4 Wo2 m po 

Thus, in the given set of coordinates, for T = 0, 
the frequency of the wave is equal to w0 even in 
second approximation. But even though stationary 
macros co pic flows are absent in the given set of 
coordinates, the "noise" is not equal to f0 (v); it 
is equal to f0 ( v + u0 ) + q; 1 ( v) with accuracy to 
quantities of third order of smallness. 

It should be noted that in the general case of 
arbitrary media, systems of coordinates do not 
exist in which stationary macroscopic flows would 
be absent, and the contribution to the frequency 
would be equal to zero in the second approxima
tion. 

In conclusion, I thank Prof. A. A. Vlasov for 
suggesting the problem and for valuable comments. 
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